USED TO - Exercices d’application.
A. Exercise I
Make an affirmative sentence, negative sentence or question using ‘used to + infinitive':
1.

I / live in a flat when I was a child.

2.

We / go to the beach every summer?

3.

She / love eating chocolate, but now she hates it .

4.

He / not / smoke

5.

I / play tennis when I was at school

6.

I / not / hate school

7.

Julie / study Portuguese .

8.

They both / have short hair .

9.

He / play golf every weekend?

10. She / be able to speak French, but she has forgotten it all

B. Exercise II - MCQ
Q1 -I'm not used to ____ up this early.

Q11 -I like it now, but I ____.

get
getting

didn't use to
didn't used to
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Q2 -I used to ____ a lot.

Q12 -I find it hard _____ to the dark evenings in
winter.

read
reading

used
get used

Q3 -You'll have to get used to ____ on the right
when you live there.

to get used
Q13 -It took me a while to get used to ____ on a

drive
driving

continental keyboard.
type

Q4 -I didn't use to ____ it, but I do now.

typing
like
liking

Q14 -I _____ to being spoken to like that!

Q5 -I found it hard to get used to ____ in such a
hot country.

am not used
don't get used
used

live
living

Q15 -I ____ play football on Saturdays when I was at
school.

Q6 -Where did you use to ____ when you visited?

was used to

stay
staying

used to
Q16 -Before I started cycling, I _____ go to work by

Q7 -It took me a while to get used to ____ the
language.

bus.
used to

speak
speaking

got used to
Q17 -I haven't studied for ages and I'm finding it

Q8 -I used to ____ hard when I was a student.

hard to get used to _____ every day.
work
working

study
studied
studying
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Q18 -I couldn't _____ used to the food.
Q9 -Have you got used to ____ it yet?

because
get

do
doing

Q19 -He never _____ behave like that.

Q10 -I'm not used to ____ so much tea.

used
used to

drink
drinking

Q20 -It's taking me a long time to ____ speaking
Norwegian.
used to
get used to

C. Exercise III - Fill in the gaps.
Be used to = ‘être habitué à”, parfois “avoir l’habitude (de)”.
Get used to = ‘s’habituer à’, ‘s’y faire’.
1.

After two years at UBC, I ........................................................ (study) hard.

2.

I lived in Korea for many years, so I ....................................................... (eat) spicy food.

3.

My father is a restaurant owner, so he .......................................................

4.

My sister is a tomboy and she usually wears running shoes, so she .......................................................

(work) long hours.
(wear,

not) high heels.
5.

My mother is a CEO for a large company so she .......................................................

6.

We .......................................................

(fly) all around the world.

(live) in foreign countries because my father is an international

businessman.
7.

(you, eat) ....................................................... greasy, fat food now that you are in Canada?

8.

When I was young, my family always ate dinner together. I .......................................................

(not, make)

dinner just for me. I am very lonely.
9.

You have been studying English for five years.

(you, hear).......................................................

pronunciation and rhythm?
10. I am from Finland, so I .......................................................
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(live) in a very cold place.

Canadian

